The best time to protect your supply chain was
pre-pandemic– The second-best time is now!

The COVID-19 pandemic pushed supply chains to new limits. With mandated lockdowns, shortages
and vendor uncertainty, organizations are struggling to meet business objectives. Avetta can help.
See how reengaging with us can help you protect against the global pandemic and other
unforeseeable challenges.
Protecting Against a Global Pandemic –The COVID-19 pandemic has fragmented your
supply chain– Avetta helps you heal it.
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Assessing Supplier Financial Stability. Many of your suppliers might be struggling
with financial stability, and that puts you at risk. Avetta’s financial risk monitoring and
supply chain solutions help you take control of all the variables.
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Finding Alternative Suppliers. With over 100,000 global suppliers within the Avetta
network, it’s easy for you to source new suppliers when your current ones are unable to
hit your targets. Building alternative suppliers into your supply chain safeguards
against future mandated lockdowns.
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Building Business Continuity into Prequalification. When operating a complex
supply chain, information can be a defining factor of success or failure. The Avetta
system makes it easy for you to assess the continuity plans of your suppliers and
ensure your supply chain stays resilient.

Clients that use Avetta lead their industries in safety
and sustainability
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The biggest error supply chain professionals can make is to wait for things to go back to normal–that
may never happen. Delays in supply chain improvement just leaves your business vulnerable to these
and other future challenges.
See why so many organizations are choosing Avetta, and why they’re doing it right now.
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